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Abstract - Owing to a paradigm shift toward Internet of

Things (IoT), researches into IoT services have been conducted
in a wide range of fields. As a major application field of IoT,
waste management has become one such issue. The absence of
efficient waste management has caused serious environmental
problems and cost issues. We here propose a probable solution
to this problem for urban cities. Using IoT technologies for
waste management is one probable solution that we have
proposed through our work. We explain our idea with the help
of a simulation model. This model consists of an Arduino
controller, a few garbage bins loaded with sensors and they
are monitored continuously through a web. This system also
has a scope for citizen participation, wherein any grievances
from citizens related to waste management is heard.

3. MOTIVATION
Pune city's current waste [10] collection logistics is carried
out by emptying containers according to predefined
schedules and routes which are repeated at a set frequency.
Such a System has major disadvantages:
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A.

Time consuming:

B.

High costs

1. INTRODUCTION

C.

Greater traffic and congestion.

Internet of Things is nothing but the applications performing
with the help of internet access. Its an advanced domain of
technology in which all your data is stored on the cloud with
real time quick access to data as well as its data mining.
While the data is stored on the cloud and people having the
internet access, will provide a great access to people on the
same application from anywhere in and around the world.
Such advancement also equips sensors and routers for
gathering and sending data across the internet. Such a
domain can be used in all sorts of Pervasive Computing, and
Business Intelligence applications. This paper introduces you
to the use of IoT on one such area, that is, Garbage Detection
in smart ways using IoT and see how this can also be a major
part of developing a city into a smart city.

D. Unnecessary fuel consumption.
E.

Increased noise and air pollution as a result of
more trucks on the road [4].
All the above disadvantages are a result of lack of real time
information resulting in unsuccessful collection of waste.
The Pune Municipal itself finds this as a big problem and a
big hurdle in between Pune’s Smart City [3] initiative. There
is an urgent need to optimize the management of this service
to reduce infrastructure, operating and maintenance costs,
as well as reduce contamination directly associated with
waste collection.

2. OVERVIEW OF THE TITLE
The basic project idea is to design a smart waste detection
system which would automatically notify the officials
about the current status of various garbage bins in the city,
would have real-time monitoring capabilities, which
would be remotely controlled using IoT techniques.
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Fig -1: Conditions in the city
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4. LITERATURE SURVEY

city which is big enough to have problems regarding to waste
management.

The idea of smart garbage bins and systems have been in
discussion for quite a long time. The technologies used at
disposal to develop this smart system have also evolved, i.e.
from WSNs to RFIDs to now the most popular Internet of
Things (IoT). Each idea seems to be similar but is slightly
different at its core and our proposed work is no exception
from the same. After the IoT field, finding its hold in our
lives, this is our original plan for designing a smart garbage
collection system which has provision for citizen
participation and analysis of data for better decision making.
At hardware level, the smart system is a garbage bin with
ultrasonic sensor, a micro-controller and Wi-Fi module for
transmission of data.
The worldwide implementation of Internet of Things is
possible with a Cloud centric vision [1]. This work exploits
the future possibilities, key technologies and application that
are likely to drive IoT research. But a strong foundation to
our work is provided, where the basics and applications of
Arduino board is explained [5]. It is quite interesting as it
implements a GAYT (Get As You Throw) system concept as a
way to encourage recycling among citizens [6]. As we would
discuss further, the citizen participation part of our system is
quite influenced by their work.

5. PROPOSED WORK
Fig -2: Process Layout

The main objective of our project involves applying IoT
technology (electronics and applications) to the current
urban waste management scenario and enables a two way
communication between the infrastructures deployed in the
city and the operators/administrators. A centralized system
for real-time monitoring is our goal to achieve. In this way
both the municipal and citizens benefit from an optimized
system which results in major cost savings and less urban
pollution.

7. PROPOSED APPLICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. PROCESS
1. The system would be dealing with two types of users, i.e an
official/operator/administrator with privileged rights and a
citizen with limited rights.

6.

2. The user's only way to interact with the system is the web
portal.

7.

3. An operator user may have rights like checking status of all
bins, deploying collection vehicles and generating data
analysis report. Whereas a citizen user may only have the
right to check the bin status of his locality and register a
complaint if any related with to the system.

8. COMPONENTS AND COMPATIBILITY

4. The scope of our project is not restricted to any particular
geographic area as long as it has the required IoT
infrastructure. This work of ours can be implemented in any
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Waste Level detection inside the garbage bins.
Transmission of the information wirelessly to
concerned officials [9].
System can be accessed anytime and from
anywhere.
Real-time data transmission and access.
Avoids the overflows of garbage bins.
This project can only be used by municipal
authorities or other private firms to tackle the
current problem of urban waste collection.
This system has no individual use, but can be used
by a city, state or a country.
Using this system, waste collection would become
efficient and also reduction in transportation costs
can be witnessed.

For small scale simulation purposes we need the following
hardware components –
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1. Arduino Mega 2560 R3 board.
“Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping platform
based on flexible, easy-to-use hardware and software. It’s
intended for artists, designers, hobbyists, and anyone
interested in creating interactive objects or environments”
[2].

all in all, an Iot Concept based software project with
electronic devices used, is the one that will be a great service
to the world and make it a better place to live in, to some
extent.
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This implementation of Smart Garbage Collection System
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garbage level reaches its maximum. If the dustbin is not
cleaned in specific time, then the record is sent to the higher
authority who can take appropriate action against the
concerned official. This system also helps to monitor the fake
reports and hence can reduce the corruption in the overall
management system. This reduces the total number of trips
of garbage collection vehicle and hence reduces the overall
expenditure associated with the garbage collection.
It is ultimately helps to keep cleanliness in the society. This
is quite a significant project in its originality and concept. We
are using Internet of Things theory which gives this project
its charisma and uniqueness about the concept. The project
aims at cleanliness of the areas where trash bins are located
and the very basic management that it contains with it. It
aims at advanced management of the whole garbage
collection system. We use ultrasonic sensors (details
mentioned above) and its other hardware microcontrollers
and processors such as Arduino for analyzing the garbage
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